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Part I 
 
RT: Uh, in 19...what's that, 1939...and uh ...we crab fished at that time; we used what we called 
trot line, and those trot line, what we did we bait uh... I'd say about every two, two-feet apart 
with uh bull nose. You'd buy pickled bull nose cut it up in small pieces like you, like you finger 
like that and uh tie it every, bout every...bout that long...bout every two feet apart and uh we'd 
get a ten pound line and that line would run oh...but all...we had a line run about how long? 
Something like three, four-hundred yards...yes, a long line. And uh and then we had a dip net; we 
had the line rigged in a way that we had what you call a bouy and an anchor on each end; then 
we row up to the... and pick up the bouy 'cause you got the line strech out tight on the shore and 
see... and uh... and... and in the water on the shore, you know you row your boat along. Then it 
had something called a reel, that's a board that's a crook, we crook... take a iron and bend it and 
make a "U" out of it, and when we get to it...start to go through there then we take up our bouy 
and, and that give us the line then and put it in the reel. Then we row along, as we row along the 
line will come up out the water, and we...as it come up out the water and the crab on it, we take 
the dip net and catch the crab. And we did it like that. Now when I began the uh...they had two 
prices on the crab, the female had one price and the male had one price. The famale then, was 
uh...uh fifty cents a hundred. A hundred pounds of crab, you got fifty cents for the female. And 
the male you got was seventy-five cents a hundred; a hundred pounds for seventy-five cents. And 
uh, we would have...at that time we would have what we called, "croaker sacks" and uh we 
would put them as we catch them and put 'em in the sack and keep the sack wet; you know? 
because the sun is hot now. You see it's hot now; it was hot then. And we keep, you know, keep 
throwing water so it'll keep it alive, because we had to come back to Harris Neck and then the 
man, Sherman Giger, who would take the crab, and weigh the crabs up, and take them to 
Brunswick...So you know you had to keep 'em alive a long time... take 'em to Brunswick. He 
would come and uh weigh the crabs up, take 'em to Brunswick; that's five days a week. On 
Friday evening then, what ever we made, we got paid. Now we did the cra...the trouter line for 
uh...until...from time until... uh 1955. 
 
JM: And you said you started in 193-? What year did you start? 
RT: We...we...I said we did the trot line like that I'm first telling you about until 1955, then we 
went to crab traps. Then we start using traps. Well, we got more money for the crab, but it was 
more expensive. You had to buy the traps, you had to buy the...uh well the fish bait. We used to 
use the pickeled bull nose on the line, but we used fress frozen...uh frozen or fresh fish for bait in 
the traps; and it was more costly. And uh, but they paid off. We caught a whole lot of crabs. I 
caught up to two-thousand pounds one day with the traps. Yeah the traps really did paid off, but 
like I say they were expensive. Then besides that we would, uh... if  the crab didn't run good 
we'd... to supplement what we was doing, we'd take cast net at night and go and catch fish 
and...uh...like on Thursday I would uh...we, most of us...well on Thursday night we'll go fishing. 
We'd take those fish we caught on Thursady night; Friday we cleaned then and season them and 
dried them; so that Friday evening we could bar-b-que those fish. Then we go back out Friday 



night and catch what we called, "the green fish;" the fresh fish so when we go to peddle fish, 
we'll have the bar-b-que fish and the fresh fish. And sometimes we'd take the uh...net and catch 
some shrimp and have shrimp to peddle also, and sometime to boil some crabs. And people 
would buy the boiled crabs, the shrimps and the bar-b-que fish and the fresh fish. 
 
JM: So what was the significance of going out at night? 
RT: There, that's the time you best catching for your cast net fishing at night, you see. At night 
it's something with the night...in the day time it's bright and they can see...the fish can see you so 
plain, but at night, you know how it is when it's dark you could slip up almost anything. So, at 
night time, that's the time we go cast net fishing. Now in the winter time, uh...it's uh...kinda 
different; it is a difference in the winter time. In winter time uh...uh...especially mullet...all of the 
fish, 'cause I gotten mullet, the trouts, and bass. Uh, if you know they go to a creek that is a 
woods, that runs into a woods and always a wood creek, mostly in the winter time, you'll catch 
them; they go there into a hole and sometime you'll catch maybe four-, five-hundred pounds in 
one place, 'cause they stay...go up there and they stay up under there getting in...I don't know if 
they...probably just a place for them to hide or getting warm under the woods area in a hole, and 
you go and you find a hole there and you get all you want in one place and come back. 
 
JM: So how did you learn where the different places to fish were? 
RT: How did I learn? 
JM: Umhmm 
RT: Well, by my grandfather and different people...uh naming the place and going to find out, 
sometimes you've never fished that place, but you'll know the area by going to and fro all 
through the rivers, you see because we didn't go no one place, we go all through different areas 
of the river. Now, we had a place we called from Thomas Landing, now that's where the place 
where we were living closer to Thomas Landing. Thomas Landing, then you go cross Thomas 
River, we had a cut called Mitry Cut; and that's why uh we had to get up sometime twelve 
o'clock at night, because the tide would be up so you could get in that...through that cut, and get 
in the next river; which would be uh... Row Station, which is uh South New Port. Uh, uh North 
New Port...South New Port comes down through Thomas River side, and has to be North New 
Port goes down the other side. So we'd have to get up early in the morning uh...in the middle 
time of the night...whenever the tide suit, get high enough to get through there, because see when 
the tide get low then...One night my grandfather and I, we got caught in that place and had to 
spend the night. It was cold. It wasn't enough water to push it through so, it was on a New Year's 
Eve night, we spent New Year...caught us right in there in the cold. No fire. No nothing, but we 
made it some kinda way...uh...the fishing, the fishing...what else about...? 
 
JM: So did your family build nets or boats or anything? Did you um...did your family um know 
how to build the boats? Or did you...? 
RT: Oh yeah, my dad...my dad could build a boat and uh Kenneth's daddy was a boat builder. 
Kenneth Dunham, his daddy was a boat builder. So we didn't suffer for nothing, we had some 
people 'round there knew how to build boats, houses, or whatever. The trade, some kinda way 
they knew; they was good at it too. Yes, good at it. 
 
JM: Okay, now you said when you went fishing at night...the "green fish." Who were you selling 
them to? 



RT: Sell 'em to different people. I...be like to leave Harris Neck and come on through uh...go up 
there to Riceboro and Jones. I used to take my route first through Jones and come on through 
Riceboro and on, sometimes Flemming and McIntosh and all up that way. Until I see out; 
sometimes go to Hinesville, also...mhmm...yeah, always had a sale. You know somebody 
always...on Saturday morning...and you'd hit those places like I'm talking about there...a route 
like that and you will sell fish. They will buy, people be there waiting on them.  
JM: Really? 
RT: Let's see, 'cause they didn't... or a lot...what fish they got would be umm uhh...fresh water 
fish. Brims and such as that, but to get a variety like we would have...well, we mostly carried 
mullets around, but we'd catch other fish too...you know like bass and trouts, but not as...not like 
the quantity of mullet we'd catch...and they would buy it...and we'd have no problem 
 
JM: Okay. Did you do any umm... oyster picking? 
RT: Oh yes. Oh yes, we pick oysters. We pick what we call, "raw oysters;" that's what the 
oysters that the factory there...when you pick for the factory, then you be picking..they say, "raw 
oysters." They had some, oh boy, these barrels uh cut in half, what they call a "bushel;" you be 
don' give them about two bushels and a half or a bushel, but anyhow that's what the measurment 
was. And the women would do the shucking of the oysters. That's what Sam is working on, the 
oyster factory. He came and I showed him how the uh...how it was fixed and how they handled 
that.  
 
JM: Now this is Tiger Bluff, or what oyster factory is this? 
RT: Okay, now this...any of 'em round there...Tiger Bl-...All of them run 'bout the same order. It 
was Tiger Bluff at a Harris Neck. That's uhh the...the, the Timmons family uh factory. Old man 
William Timmons and family...that's what it was. Then, they don't even much...nobody don't talk 
about this because I don't think none of the people 'roud there, younger people know about 
Wesley Curry factory.Wesley Curry had a factory over there on Thomas River side uhh...this uh 
Timmons was in Tiger Bluff and uh after that we had uh...another factory there, Thorpe 
factory...down there off of...not far from Ghould Landing. Where Ghould Landing is and as the 
river curve around then there's a creek right up there; he build him a factory up in there. After 
that factory went down, Roy ummm Barthem..Barthem...Barthem. He was I think from 
uh...Thunderbolt...no Thunderbolt...Wilimington Island somewhere there. But anyway, he and 
his wife, Cille...Lucille; they ran a factory right there on the curve as you're going down to 
Ghould Landing and you make that turn; that factory was right there right at that turn...At 
Ghould Landing...just was Roy Barthem.  
 
JM: Okay. So it wasn't just people from Harris Neck operating the factories?  
RT: No.     
JM: You can come from anywhere and open a factory? 
RT: Yes. Yes. So he bought that out from...either Thorpe or uh Thompson run...oh 
yeah...Thompson ran a factory there first. A fella by the name of Thompson. The after 
Thompson, he must be sold out to Roy, and Roy ran it until he died and Lucille, she finally...I 
don't know what happened to her; she...she stayed around for a while, but that was the last 
factory, oyster factory that was around there was Roy Barthem oyster factory. But umm 
we...we...that was the raw factory... oyster factory. Now, there were the uh umm what do you 
call them oysters?...we would pick them and... and... and take them to on the boat from here to 



Darien. Paul Plagger had a uhh oyster factory there for steam oysters. We used to pick up steam 
oysters for them to steam, so we just load a lighter or load a boat with four- or five-hundred 
bushels or whatever the boat would carry and uh and...and...and take it into Darien and they 
steam, they had a steamer there, there was and then they had women there...Oh they always had 
to have somebody to handle that stuff. Just like the crabs they take there, the womens had to 
handle the crabs...they cut the crabs and get the meat out of them. 
 
JM: So you say, for the most part the men did the fishing, but the women handled the product? 
RT: Yeah. Yes. The product, when it get to the factory, the women folks handle that. 
JM: Okay. 
RT: Now when it get to the factory with the oysters, they always have a man to handle the 
oysters to give them oysters; keep oysters on the shelf; keep shells..shell away from...from...keep 
that open up for them to work and such as that. But uh, one man will handle that, but it'd be 
about twelve to fifteen women in there at stalls...each one of them had a stall and what you call a 
"cracker;" something with a...made out of cement with an iron...piece of flat iron in the top...and 
you'd put you oysters on there and hit the mouth off like that and take your oyster knife and open 
it and cut it out. So uh...there with the steam oysters, he'd... Timmons uhhh...Edgar...the old man 
Edgar Timmons...this young preacher Edgar's father, he and I used to oyster together. We had a 
boat one time from Darian, and the boat was leaking and we would load that boat down; now, 
you got to sleep sometime and for fear if the leak start...water start coming in the boat, we slept 
on our...in our bunk with one had on the floor. Now you can't forget to sti...'cause you sleep you 
can forget to take that hand up. Your hand...the purpose of the hand on the floor was that if the 
water hit your hand you know it's time to get out of the boat or do something, 'cause the boat is 
sinking. So we slept with our hands on the floor. So that would know to...let us know that the 
boat was getting full of water and we could get out...uhh we came through some stuff, we came 
through some stuff.     

Part II  

JM: You told me a little bit about the types of gear you used and the different types of boats; in 
terms of that was income generating for...that was your income. That was full-time? Or was that 
like you did it  during some seasons...? 
RT: It was a seasonal thing. Now in the...in the summer time we would crab fish for crab 
and...and mostly mullets. Well we did the mullets winter and summer, but crab was the thing 
that...the main thing that we depend on for a living during the summer. When the summer come, 
when wint...when summer go...the crab went with the summer, you couldn't catch no more crab 
'round here at that time. It was recently, lately find out that those traps, you would put them in 
the channel and catch crab right on year-round, but at that time we hang it up until it get warm 'til 
the spring until the next year; but um uh we we...what point I was fixin' to make on that uh...so 
then we go to oysters and trapping. Oh I didn't talk about trapping. That was our main way of 
living for making some money during the winter. We put out box traps and steel traps for minks. 
Mink was bringing a good price at that time, uh ten, twelve dollars, sometimes fifteen dollars it 
would get us; and otters and coon, but mink was the first thing. we make box traps for minks, 



then we usually use steel traps for coons, raccoons and otters. Now and some people stick to 
trapping and like me, a young man trying to raise a family on that and some more, would trap 
and pick oysters.Do all both of them. See because you didn't have to go to your trap everyday; 
we'd visit our trap every other day and if we could pick up three or four minks, we did well. And 
but and then the same time you oyster picking...picking oysters everyday that's keeping some 
food on the table 'cause your making something when your picking oysters. So, that was our 
living for the winter; oysters, picking oysters, and trapping was the three main things. Every now 
and then we'd hit some fish, but that was not nothing regular you know, but the trapping and 
picking oysters was the main thing for us to live in the winter time.                                                                                            


